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Summary

This paper describes a new rf heating system
which has juat beer, completed and is now operational
on the ATC machine. It will be used for Lower
Hybrid heating experiments and, as such, will be
the first high power rf equipment to be constructed
for this purpose.
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The first experiments will transmit t
two ports of the ATC machine. Figure 1 sh
sets of two HPA's combining to form the tv
feeds for the ATC machine.

The system utilizes four UHF TV klystrons to
generate at least 200 kW of power at a frequency
of 800 MHz. Pulse widths can be varied from 20
ysec. up to 20 nsec. A radar type floating deck
modulator along with photo-optical transmitting
and receiving devices have been incorporated into
the system to provide the pulse fidelity and ver-
satility which characterizes this equipment.

Modular construction was emphasized in the
design, when possible, to reduce maintenance and
down time in the advent of component failure.

Hybrid combining techniques are utilized in
order to provide two 100 kW teeds into the machine.

Introduction

I

In the fall of 1973, work was begun on a new
RF heating system to be used for lower hybrid
experiments on the ATC machine. Physics require-
ments dictated that the frequency of this system
lie in the UHF range. Study of available high
power rf sources, machine and plasma'parameters
led to the selection of 800 MHz as the optimum
frequency.

• Other technical requirements included were:

RF power out 200 kW
Pulse width 20 usec-20 msec
Pulse repetition frequency lp/20 sec
Power droop during pulse 12%

Several interesting design techniques and
philosophies,-are utilized in this system which uses
commercial TV klystrons operating as a radar trans- .
matter for plasma heating. The entire system was
designed and constructed at PPPL.

RF System

A block diagram of the rf system is shown in. •
Figure 1.0. It shows a single source which is a
crystal controlled, solid state exciter capable of
a LOW output. This signal is divided four ways by
(a hybrid power splitter and fed to each of four
fc't&iV.r n •'ii'--t-̂üâ .̂»-.-a«.̂i -t.f•»• gr), ;cabInetg. Phase shifters

Each signal fed to an HPA cabinet is =
by a solid state 10 W amplifier to make uj
6 to 10 dB of power loss caused by the loi
mission run from the exciter (Driver/Cont^
to the HPA stage.

The heart' of the rf system is a VA-ÇÏ
amplifier. This tube is a highly reliabll
electromagnetically focused klystron. Th|
used in commercial UHF TV transmitters ar
at approximately 55 kW of rf output. It
features a modulating anode which makes il
easy to switch the beam current on and off

The modulating anode is similar to
of a standard vacuum tube. The intercept
very low (on the order of a few milliamps
ever, unlike the control grid of a tube,
anode must be puisec! the tuli beam voi tap
urtler (.o allow t!ic tubi1 to J'.u !"»!! rum
U = 1.

Modulator

A floating deck modulator was desig
switch the modulating anode of the klyst
turn the tube on and off. The mode of
would be to gate the beam on and inject
pulse within the video pulse. The modu|
have a moderately fast rise time (-2 usi
pulse width capability of 20 usec co 20]

Two major requirements for the mod
(1) pass enough current through it to
load stray capacity rapidly and (2) ma^
the current from the klystron mod
pulse. (See Figure 2.)

The circuit works in the followiti

is the "OX" switch, and must pass sufi
during the rise time of the pulse to
the klystron. This rise time is detei
approximate relationship:

AEC

Where AE = voltage change (25 kV)
C = stray or shunt capacitj
s ground (200 pf)

I = current through V., (2.
AT = rise time desired
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The first experiments will transmit the rf into
two ports of the ATC machine. Figure 1 shows two
sets of two HPA's combining to form the two 100 kW
feeds for the ATC machine.

Each signal fed to an HPA cabinet is amplified
by a solid state 10 W amplifier to make up for the
6 to 10 d3 of power loss caused by the long trans-
mission run from the exciter (Driver/Control Cabinet)
to the HPA stage.

The heart' of the rf system is a VA-?55 klystron
amplifier. This tube is a highly reliable, 5 cavity,
electromagnetically focused klystron. The tube is
used in commercia! UHF TV transmitters and is rated
at approximately 55 kW of rf output. It also
features a modulating anode which makes it re.--.:'.vo".y
easy to switch the beam current on and off.

The modulating anode is similar to the grid
of a standard vacuum tube. The intercept current is
very low (on the order of a few nilliamps), how-
ever, unlike the control grid of a tubi:, the mod
anode must be puisec the ruil »ear: voitnfte in
order '.o allow c!iu tu'Jt1 to I'M U\'.'. ioiu!i:i •-!'•:!, ! ,•••

L.

Modulator

A floating deck modulator was designed to
switch the modulating anode of the klystror. und
turn the tube on and off. The mode of operation
would be to gate the beam on and inject the rf drive
pulse within the video pulse. The modulator had to
have a moderately fast rise time (»2 usec) and have
pulse width capability of 20 usec to 20 msec.

Two major r *quirem.ents for the modulator are to
(1) pass enough current through it to discharge the
load stray capacity rapidly and (2) maintain or pass
the current from the klystror. mod anode during the
pulse. (See Figure 2.)

The circuit works in the following manner. V,

is the "OS" switch, and must pass sufficient current
during the rise time of the pulse to rapidly turn on
the klystron. This rise time is determined by the
approximate relationship:

AEC

Where AE = voltage change (25 kV)
C = stray or shunt capacity to
s ground (200 pf)

I = current through Vn (2.5A)
AT = rise rime desired *

It
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Hybrid heating experiments an2
the first high power rf equipment to be constructed
for this purpose.

The system utilizes four VHF TV klystrons to
generare at least 200 k'* of power at a frequency
of SCO 5iHz. Pulse widths can be varied fro» 20
-sec. up to 2C msec. A radar type floating deck
modulator along with photo-optical transmitting
ar.d rece-ving devices have been incorporated into
the system to provide the pulse fidelity and ver-
satility which characterizes this equipment.

Modular construction was emphasized in the
design, when possible, to reduce maintenance and
down time in the advent of component failure.

Hybrid combining cechnieues are utilized in
orJcr to provide two '.CO k* itetls into the machine.

Introduction

In the fall of !9?3, work was begun on a new
RF heating system to be used for lower hybrid
experiments on the ATC machine. Physics require-
ments dictated that the frequency of this system
lie in the VHF range. Study of available high
pouc «"f sources, machine and plasma'parameters
led to the selection of SCO XHz as the optimum
frequency.

• Other technical requirements included wess:

RF power out 200 kV
Pulse width 20 usec-20 msec
Pulse repetition frequency lp/20 sec
Power droop during pulse 122

Several interesting design techniques and
philosophies,ere utilized in this system which uses
commercial TV klystrons operating as a radar trans-
mitter for plasma heating. The entire system was
designed and constructed at

RF Svstem

A block diagram of the rf system is shown in
Figure 1.0. It shows a single source whii'.h is a
crystal controlled, solid state exciter capable of
a 10A output. This signal is divided four vays by
a hybrid pover splitter and fed to each o: four
HPA* (high pover amplifier) cabinets. Phase shifters
and attenuators for amplitude adjustment ars incor-
porated in each of the four output legs tc provide
the adjustments necessary for high power combining
in the output stages of this system.

The first experiments will transmit the rf
into tuo ports of the ATC machina. Figure 1 shows
two sets of two HPA's combining '.o form the two
100 kV feeds for the ATC machine.

.3

6 to 10 d3 of power loss cause
mission run from the exciter (Driver/Co
tc the HPA stage.

The heart' of the rf system is a VA
amplifier. This tube is a highly relia
electromagnetically focused klystron,
used in commerci.-!' UHF TV transmitters
at approximately 55 kW of rf output. I
features a modulating anode which makes
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yodulator

A floating deck modulator was dosi
switch the modulating anode of the klys
turn Che tube on and off. The v-oie of
would be to gate the beam on and inje-ce
pulse within the video puise. The aodu
have a moderately fast rise time £ 2 urn
pulse width capability of 20 usec to 2Q

Two major requirements for the
(1) pass enough current through it to
load stray capacity rapidly and (2)
the current from the klystron mod anod
pulse. (See Figure 2.)

The circuit works in the followi

is the "ON" switch, and must pass su!
during the rise time of the pulse to
the klystron. This rise time is
approximate relationship:

AF.C

«here ÛE • voltage change (25 kVj
C • stray or shunt capacitj
S ground (200 ?f)
I « current through V, (J
AT * rise time desired ~

C was kept to less than 200 pf whi
modulator to achieve rise times onj
2 usée with about 2.SA of current.f

The modulator tube selected
rated at 50 kV and 3 to AA of pia»
ing on drive and screen voltage,
anode is pulsed to 25 kV, full
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mission run from the exciter (Driver/Control Cabinet)
to the HPA stage,

The heart of the rf system is si VA-Ç55 klystron
amplifier. This tube is a highly reliable, 5 cavity,
electromagnetically focused klystron. The tube is
used in commercia? UHF TV transmitters and is rated
at approximately 55 kW of rf output. It also
features a modulating anode which makes it re'. •: •Ivo'.v
easy to switch the beam current on and o':f.

The modulating anode is similar to the grid
of a standard vacuum tube. The intercept current is
very low (on the order of a few millîamns), how-
ever, unlike the control grid of a tube, the mod
anode must be puiseC tne tuii bean1. VOÌ£.IK>Ì in

'.o allow t!m üu'u.' It) \\u
L.

Modulator

A floating deck modulator was designed to
switch the modulating anode of the klystron ani
turn the tube on and off. The mode of operation
would be to gate the beam on and inject the rf drive
pulse within the video pulse. The modulator had to
have a moderately fast rise time (~2 usec) and have
pulse width capability of 20 usec to 20 msec.

Two major requirements for the modulator are to
(1) pass enough current through it to discharge the
load stray capacity rapidly and (2) maintain or pass
the current from the klystron mod anode during the
pulse. (See Tigure 2.)

The circuit works in the following manner. V,

is the "ON" switch, and must pass sufficient current
during the rise time of the pulse to rapidly turn on
the klystron. This rise time is deterr:inc:d by the
approximate relationship:

AEC
AT S -—•

Where AE ~ voltage change (25 kV)
C " stray or shunt capacity to
s ground (200 ?£)
I = current through V, (2.5A)
AT = rise time desired

C was kept to less than 200 pf which allowed the
modulator to achieve rise times on the order to
2 'jsec with about 2.5A of current.

The modulator tube selected is a 4PR250C cetr
rated at 50 kV and 3 to AA o£ plate current depend
ing on drive and screen voltage. When the mod
anode is pulsed to 25 kV, full beam current from

4 DISTRIG'J
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I

"' current during this time will be only 2 mA. This
current added to that flowing through the mod anode
resistor is the total current that roust pass through
the ON switch tube.

Most of this current comes through R . If
m

one makes R too high in value then the leakage
current through the switch tube V. causes R and

1 m
V to become a voltage divider which will pull the
mod anode away from klystron cathode potential during
the "OFF" period thus turning the klystron on.
Since the current through V.. need be only 10's of

milliamps, the screen voltage of this "ON" tube can
be low (~ 100V). This enables one to operate the
tetrode switch,tube in an interesting mode. Figure
3 depicts the plate voltage (E ), plate current

(I ), screen voltage (E _) and screen current (I „)

during a typical pulse. As shown, low tube drop
(150V) can be tolerated because of the low plate
current requirement and because of this we can let
the screen voltage "bottom out" with the plate. Its
a very effective technique and doesn't require a
large screen supply.

Two modulators operate with each klystron.
One turns the tube on and the second functions as a
"tail biter" (see Figure 2). When V, turns off,

the mod anode potential must return to the ccthocu
potential in order to cut the klystron boiim off.
"or this to happen, the stray capacity C from

the mod anode to ground must be recharged and with-
out a tail biter, the current recharging C will

be United by the high resistance R •. This time

con«tant is much too long as shown in Figure 3A.

The function of the Tailbiter is to shunt R

with a low impedance path (\r2) for the fall time of

the pulse allowing C to recharge quickly. The

effect is shown in Figure 3A.

Mechanical Features

The modulator and its power pack (contains
all auxiliary „supplies) are shown in Figure 4. Its
constructed in modular form to facilitate easy
removal and replacement in the modulator tank.
It features a solid state grid driver and light
emitting and receiving diodes in an opto-coupling
scheme which transmits the wide bandwidth informa-
tion from ground to the deck floating at 25 kV.

The klystron modulator assembly is mounted in
an oil filled tank. Vhile oil is not necessary at
these voltage levels, it enabled us to reduce the
size of the system and also provided excellent cool-
ing of all the electronic components. This tank

.'ruttici

Fault detection in this system3

two basic categories:

I. Slow
II. Fast

A. RF
B. Klystron beam

Slow protection is- accomplished
ditional fashion by using relay logi

The system is self protective
operator error. Self diagnostics ai
indicate to the operator trouble ar«
system.

Fast protection is accomplish«
Channel Fault Detector specifically
this project. The circuit is shown
The interesting part of this fault
lock out feature. It's a four chan
will lock out the other 3 channels
fault is sensed in one of the char
osophy was rollowed to circumvent
problem of having every light on a
system go on the instant a major fan
ienced any place in the system.

RF protection is accomplished
VSVt (?c?i^"y reflected oower) ar
detector circuit;. The arc d u u e t
rather unique in that it not only
the output transmission line of thi
also monitors its own circuit to st
functioning. This is accomplished
test light on at a very low level
The circuits sense this level and
control system that the arc detect«!
functioning. If an arc in the out|]
line were to occur, the light inst
increase by at least an order of
changing the seste of the arc det«
which would cause the removal of

Klystron arcing protection i
sensing high bean and body current
this information to the fault dete

• ' Transmission Syst«

The transmission system is ce
inch 50 ohm rigid coaxial line and
guide. The outputs from two klyst
3-1/8 inch coax line into a wavegu
biner. The signal combines to gill
output of at least 100 kV. This
the waveguide system to the ATC
tional coupler is one arm in the
provides the information which er
the phase end amplitude of each k
will properly combine. Automatici
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Fault detection in this system is divided into
two basic categories:

I.
II.

Slow
Fast

A.
B.

RF
Klystron beam
2

Slow protection is- accomplished in the tra-
ditional fashion by using relay logic.

The system is self protective and immune to
operator error. Self diagnostics are designed to
indicate to the operator trouble areas in the "
system.

Fast protection is accomplished by a new Four
Channel Fault Detector specifically designed for
this project. The circuit is shown in Figure 6.
The interesting part of this fault detector is the
lock out feature. It's a four channel system which
will lock out the other 3 channels the instant a
fault is sensed in one of the channels. This phil-
osophy was followed to circumvent the age old
problem of having every light on a fault detection
system go on the instant a major faule was exper-
ienced any place in the system.

RF protection is accomplished by monitoring the
VSVl (flrri'»"y reflected lower) «mi! «»Iso by ,-m .-in:

circuì!;. are tluLuu'.ur u'i'cu!'. 1 :i
rather unique in that it not only senses arcs in
the output transmission line of the klystron but it
also monitors its own circuit to see that it is
functioning. This is accomplished by having a
test light on at a very low level all the time.
The circuits sense this level and relay to the
control system that the arc detector actually is
functioning. If an arc in the output transmission
line were to occur, the light instantly would
increase by at least an order of magnitude thereby
changing the state of the arc detecting circuit
which would cause the removal of rf drive.

Klystron arcing protection is accomplished by
sensing high beam and body currents and relaying
this information to the fault detector.

.• Transmission System

The transmission system is composed of 3-1/8
inch 50 ohm rigid coaxial line and VR-975 wave-
guide. The outputs from two klystrons are fed via
3-1/8 inch coax line into a waveguide hybrid com-
biner. The signal combines to give a single rf
output of at least 100 kW. This signal is fed into
the waveguide system to the ATC machine. A direc-
tional coupler is one arm in the hybrid combiner
provide.«? the information which enables one to adjust
the phase and amplitude of each klystron so that it
will properly combine. Automatic phase correction
loops were not required as the differentia1, phase

were so



milliamps, Che screen voltage of this "ON" tube can
be low (~ 100V). This enables one to operate the
tetrode switch,tube in an interesting mode. Figure
3 depicts the plate voltage (E ), plate current

(I ), screen voltage (E „) and screen current (I
p ci c

.)

during a typical pulse. As shown, low tube drop
(150V) can be tolerated because of the low plate
current requirement and because of this we can let
the screen voltage "bottom out" with the plate. Its
a very effective technique and doesn't require a
large screen supply.

Two modulators operate with each klystron.
One turns the tube or; and the second functions as a
"tail biter" (see Figure 2). When V turns off,

the mod anode potential must return to the ccthocu
potential in order to cut the klystron beam off,
For this to happen, the stray capacity C from

the mod anode to ground must be recharged and with-
out a tail biter, the current recharging C vili

be limited by the high resistance R •. This time

constant is much too long as shown in Figure 3A.

The function of the Tailbiter is to shunt R

with a low impedance path (V ) for the fall time of

the pulse allowing C to re<

effect is shown in Figure 3A.

the pulse allowing C to recharge quickly. The

Mechanical Features

The modulator and its power pack (contains
all auxiliary „supplies) are shown in Figure 4. Its
constructed in modular fonti to facilitate easy
removal and replacement in the modulator tank.
It features a solid state grid driver and light
emitting and receiving diodes in an opto-cou?ling
scheme which transmits the wide bandwidth informa-
tion fron ground to the deck floating at 25 kV.

The klystron modulator assembly is mounted in
an oil filled tank. Vhiie oil is not necessary at
these voltage levels, it enabled us to reduce the
size of the system and also provided excellent cool-
ing of all the electronic components. This tank
also serves the dual function of a movable mounting
platform for the klystron and its focus coil.

The modulator/klystron tank assembly rolls
into the H?A cabinet and is shown along with the
Driver/Control cabinet in Figure 5.
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Fast protection is accomplished by a new Four
Channel Fault Detector specifically designed for
this project. The circuit is shown in Figure 6.
The interesting part of this fault detector is the
lock out feature. It's a four channel system which
will lock out the other 3 channels the instant a
fault is sensed in one of the channels. This phil-
osophy was followed to circumvent the age old
problem of having every light on a fault detection
system go on the instant a major fault was exper-
ienced any place in the system.

RF protection is accomplished by monitoring the
VSW (actually reflected power) and «liso by nn <irc
detector circuit. T!ie urc dutuctor circuii. l.:i
rather unique in that it not only senses arcs in
the output transmission line of the klystron but it
also monitors its own circuit to see that it is
functioning. This is accomplished by having a
test light on at a very low level all the time.
The circuits sense this level and relay to the
control system that the arc detector actually is
functioning. If an arc in the output transmission
line were to'occur, the light instantly would
increase by at least an order of magnitude thereby
changing the state of the arc detecting circuit
which would cause" the removal of rf drive.

Klystron arcing protection is accomplished by
sensing high beam and body currents and relaying
this information to the fault detector.

•• Transmission System

The transmission system is composed of 3-1/8
inch 50 ohm rigid coaxial line and VR-975 wave-
guide. The outputs from two klystrons are fed via
3-1/8 inch coax line into a waveguide hybrid com-
biner. The signal combines to give a single rf
output of at least 100 kW. This signal is fed into
the waveguide system to the ATC machine. A direc-
tional coupler is one arm in the hybrid combiner
provides the information which enables one to adjust
the phase and amplitude of each klystron so that it
will properly combine. Automatic phase correction
loops were not required as the differential phase
shifts froir. each klystron during the pulse were so
small that excellent high power combining was
achieved between the two output arms of the high
power waveguide combiner under matched load con-
ditions.
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The HVPS used in this system is a three phase,
full wave voltage doubler type rectifier circuit.
Its nominal output is 25 kV dc with a pulse current
rating of 32 anips. Since each klystron requires a
current pulse of 8 amps for a period of 20 milli-
seconds, a capacitive type energy storage system
was provided. Each klystron has a capacitor bank of
approximately 120 yf and the power supply is common
to all four banks and HPA'5. A capacitor bank of
this size will have a voltage droop during a pulse
of approximately 5% and cause an rf power droop of
about 12%.

In an effort to simplify the system, a crowbar
was eliminated and replaced with a lOOfl current
limiting resistor in the klystron cathode circuit
and is quite effective in protecting the system.

Non-Technical Aspects

The 200 kW, 800 MHz Lower Hybrid system is a
relatively large electronic system. It is peculiar
to the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion
research only insofar as the long pulse and low duty
factor is concerned. The system was designed,
constructed and tested wholly at PPPL in approxi-
mately 18 months at a cost of about $600K. Tenta-
tive long range plans consider this system some-
what as a prototype for a much larger Lower Hybrid
system planned for 1978 or 1979.
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of approximately 5% and cause an rf power droop of
about 12%.

In an effort to simplify the system, a crowbar
was eliminated and replaced with a 100Q current
limiting resistor in the klystron cathode circuit
and is quite effective in protecting the system.

Non-Technical Aspects

The 200 kW, 800 MHz Lower Hybrid system is a
relatively large electronic system. It is peculiar
to the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion
research only insofar as the long pulse and low duty
factor is concerned. The system was designed,
constructed and tested wholly at PPPL in approxi-
mately 18 months at a cost of about $600K. Tenta-
tive long range plans consider this system some-
what as a prototype for a much larger Lower Hybrid
system planned for 1978 or 1979.
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Figure k - Lower Hybrid Heating
Deck Modulator

Figure 6 - Four Channel]
Fault Detector Scheij
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Figure A - Lower Hybrid Heating
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